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 Description  Description 

Integrate the Reactor by Champion Barbell&#153; Medicine Balls into weekly strength trainingIntegrate the Reactor by Champion Barbell&#153; Medicine Balls into weekly strength training
workouts to tone and build muscle. Color coded with contrast-color weight information on theworkouts to tone and build muscle. Color coded with contrast-color weight information on the
front, users can easily identify the weight of the medicine ball before use in a strength-trainingfront, users can easily identify the weight of the medicine ball before use in a strength-training
exercise. Whether athletes are looking to increase their passing strength, training for anexercise. Whether athletes are looking to increase their passing strength, training for an
endurance event or rehabbing an injury, the medicine ball withstands repeated use duringendurance event or rehabbing an injury, the medicine ball withstands repeated use during
lifting and tossing thanks to the synthetic leather cover.lifting and tossing thanks to the synthetic leather cover.

Synthetic leather cover withstands heavy useSynthetic leather cover withstands heavy use

Weight is clearly indicated on the front of the medicine ball in both lb. and kg for simpleWeight is clearly indicated on the front of the medicine ball in both lb. and kg for simple
identificationidentification

Weighted design helps strengthen muscles during training exercises and workoutsWeighted design helps strengthen muscles during training exercises and workouts

Variety of weights for accommodating different workouts and lifting abilitiesVariety of weights for accommodating different workouts and lifting abilities

Note: not designed for use in slamming exercisesNote: not designed for use in slamming exercises
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Core TrainingCore Training

Brand:Champion BarbellBrand:Champion Barbell
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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